
Tutelage Educational Resources 

US Grade 7 Mathematics Scheme of Work 

1. Proportional Relationships
Estimated Lesson Time: 4-8 hours 

Aim: Investigate proportional relationships and deepen understanding of ratios, use 
proportional reasoning in order to solve multi-step, real-world ratio problems. 

● Representing proportional relationships - Solve rate and ratio questions using
previously understood techniques (double number lines, tables, unit rate etc.);
represent proportionality questions in tables; develop understanding of the constant
of proportionality (k) and use this to algebraically understand proportion; calculate
missing values using tables and equations; represent and interpret proportional
relationships in graphs; understand connections between different representations of
proportional relationships

● Non-proportional relationships - Compare and determine if relationships are non
proportional

● Inverse proportion - Develop algebraic understanding of inverse proportionality
(extension)

● Solving ratio and rate problems - Find unit rate of ratios with fractions and solve
problems; use proportion to solve rate and ratio questions; solve multi-step rate and
ratio problems using proportion particularly in real-life situations (e.g. price increase,
decrease, commission, sales, tax, fees etc)

2. Operations with Rational Numbers
Estimated Lesson Time: 3-6 hours 

Aim: Explore addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division with positive and negative 
numbers. 

● Adding and subtracting positive and negative numbers - Define and place numbers
on the number line, covering opposites, absolute value and order; add rational
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numbers with and without a number line; understand subtraction as opposite of 
addition so addition of opposite value; subtract rational numbers with and without a 
number line; use a range of strategies (focusing on what makes the most sense to 
the student) to add and subtract rational numbers 

● Multiplying and dividing positive and negative numbers - Learn rules for multiplying
numbers (depending on signs); learn rules for dividing numbers (depending on signs);
use multiplication and division in real-life contexts

3. Numerical and Algebraic Expressions
Estimated Lesson Time: 3-6 hours 

Aim: Manipulate expressions into different equivalent forms by expanding, factoring, adding, 
and subtracting numerical and algebraic expressions, use these skills to face authentic 
real-life, multi-step problems. 

● Manipulating expressions - Recap writing and evaluating expressions; simplify
expressions by combining like terms; add and subtract expressions; expand
expressions (using distributive property); factor expressions using common factors;
use negative rational numbers; use all of these methods to combine and simplify
expressions, including in real life contexts

● Solving multi-step problems involving expressions - Solve multi-step Abe real-life
problems with expressions, ideally focusing on combining, simplifying and
manipulating the expressions to help solve them

4. Equations and Inequalities
Estimated Lesson Time: 3-6 hours 

Aim: Solve equations and inequalities with rational numbers, model and solve real-world 
situations using equations and inequalities. 
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● Solving equations - Recap by solving one-step equations; represent and solve
multi-step equations (ax+b=c, a(x+b)=c) using a range of visual/algebraic methods;;

● Modeling equations - Express and solve multi-step word problems with equations;
model real-life situations these more complex equations

● Solving inequalities - Solve and graph one step inequalities; solve multi-step
inequalities (ax+b>c, a(x+b)>c); understand how to solve inequalities that use negative
coefficients and may require multiplying by negative numbers

● Modeling inequalities - Express and solve word problems that lead to multi-step
inequalities; model real-life situations these more complex inequalities, using
graphical representations if necessary

5. Percent and Scaling
Estimated Lesson Time: 4-8 hours 

Aim: Study percent increase and decrease, applications of percentage such as tax and 
simple interest, and scaled geometric drawings. 

● Converting and calculating percentages - Define percent and convert between
fractions, decimals, and percentages; solve percent problems mentally with
benchmark percentages; find a percentage of a quantity; find a whole quantity given
a percentage; express one number as a percentage of another

● Percentage increase and decrease - Increase/decrease a number by a certain
percentage; calculate an original number given the final amount and the percentage
change; find the percentage increase based off of the original and final numbers

● Applications of percentages - Confidently apply these skills to real-life examples
including taxes, tip, discounts, simple interest, commissions, fees, measurements
and percentage errors

● Scale drawings - Determine scale factor between two images; use a scale to find
real-life measurements and distances; calculate real areas using scale drawings;
draw scale drawings at suitable scales
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6. Geometry
Estimated Lesson Time: 4-8 hours 

Aim: Apply algebraic and proportional reasoning skills to angle relationships, properties of 
circle, constructions, and solid figure problems. 

● Angle relationships - Understand complementary, supplementary and vertical
angles and use them to find missing angles; calculate unknown angles

● Properties of circles - Define the key characteristics of a circle (circumference,
radius, diameter); determine the relationship between diameter and circumference;
address pi as an irrational number; solve real-life problems linking diameter, radius
and circumference; determine the relationship between radius and area and use to
solve real-life problems

● Construction of triangles and polygons - Use compasses, protractors and rulers to
construct 2D shapes

● Volume and surface area of solid figures - Identify 2D shapes that result from cutting
3D figures; calculate the surface area of 3D shapes (eg prisms, pyramids); calculate
the volume of 3D shapes (eg prisms, pyramids); calculate surface area and volume in
real-life situations

7. Statistics
Estimated Lesson Time: 3-6 hours 

Aim: Investigate how to use sampling to make inferences about larger populations, select 
random samples and compare samples of different sizes. 

● Populations and samples - Define the terms population and sample; discuss different
sampling methods that lead to representative samples; generate random samples
from a given population

● Inferences about populations from samples - Recap measures of centre and spread;
analyse data sets using measure of centre and spread; understand and determine
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mean absolute deviation (MAD) as a measure of variability for data sets; determine 
relationship between variability or prediction accuracy and sample size; extrapolate 
information about populations from samples 

● Comparing populations - Use sample data and the measures mentioned above to
compare multiple populations; identify differences between populations, specifically
focusing on mean and MAD

8. Probability
Estimated Lesson Time: 3-6 hours 

Aim: Introduce probability theory, develop their understanding of probability through 
calculating theoretical probabilities and designing and running simulations. 

● Basics of probability - Understand probability as likelihood of an event occurring;
measured in a scale of 0-1, impossible to certain; define probability and sample
space; estimate probability from experimental data (number of positive trials/total
number of trials); determine probability of events (number of positive
outcomes/total number of possible outcomes); extrapolate from probabilities to
predict long-term behaviour (understanding potential limitations)

● Probability modeling - Model and predict results of simple simulations using
probabilities (e.g. coin toss outcomes); conduct simulations with multiple events and
determine probabilities; show sample space of compound events using lists, tables
and tree diagrams; discuss the concept of mutual exclusivity; determine the
probability of compound events; model and predict results of compound simulations
using probabilities (e.g multiple simultaneous coin tosses, removing successive
counters from a bag)

Estimated Total Time: 27-54 hours 


